One-to-One Computing

Personal computers, laptops, and tablets help enrich the education process, each a vehicle toward digitization—a movement that encourages collaboration, cultivates creativity, builds research skills, and expands critical thinking. With digital content, each student needs his or her own device. One-to-one computing creates a 24/7 learning environment, integrating technology into the classroom and everyday life. With these walls torn down, students adopt a culture of continuous learning.

To transform the education process, your district needs a tailor-made plan for one-to-one, with ongoing technical support and training. As part of our meticulous service, Virtucom works with you to develop the systems and programs necessary for success, and our involvement doesn’t stop there.

We’re here to help your district with everything from comparing manufacturers and negotiating terms, to managing devices and configuring infrastructure—ensuring your students and teachers get the most out of your one-to-one initiative.

Let’s see what we can do together.